Abstract: All-atom non-equilibrium molecular-dynamics simulations are used to investigate the problems of polyurea-borne tensile-stress waves interacting with a polyurea/fused-silica interface and fused-silica tensile-stress waves interacting with a fused-silica/polyurea interface, and the potential for the accompanying interfacial decohesion. To predict the outcome of the interactions of stress-waves with the material-interfaces in question, at the continuum level, previously determined material constitutive relations for polyurea and fused-silica are used within an acoustic-impedancematching procedure. These continuum-level predictions pertain solely to the stress-wave/interface interaction aspects resulting in the formation of transmitted and reflected stress-or release-waves, but do not contain any information regarding potential interfacial decohesion. Present direct molecular-level simulations confirmed some of these continuum-level predictions, but also provided direct evidence of the nature and the extent of interfacial decohesion. In the molecular-level simulations, reactive force-field potentials are utilized to properly model the initial state of interfacial cohesion and its degradation during stress-wave-loading. Examination of the molecular-level interfacial structure before the stress-wave has interacted with the given interface, revealed local changes in the bonding structure, suggesting the formation of an "interphase." This interphase was subsequently found to greatly affect the polyurea/fused-silica decohesion strength and the likelihood for interfacial decohesion during the interaction of the stress-wave with the interface.
Introduction

Polyurea
The term polyurea refers to a class of elastomeric co-polymers which are synthesized via a fast reaction between difunctional isocyanate and difunctional amine precursors. A polyurea single chain consists of alternating hard segments and soft segments. As a result of strong hydrogen bonds and -electron interactions, hard segments of the adjacent chains (or of the same chain) are strongly attracted to each other, which promotes self-assembly/clustering. This causes bulk polyurea to typically be not homogeneous at the molecular level, but rather segregated, into discrete and dispersed hard domains and a continuous soft matrix. Since hard domains contain mostly a high glass transition temperature, T g , hydrogen-bonded hard segments, they control polyurea strength and stiffness [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In contrast, since the soft matrix contains mostly low-T g soft segments, it imparts high ductility to polyurea. The experimental and computational work carried out over the past decade [e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] has clearly established the ability of polyurea to: (a) increase the ballisticpenetration resistance of metallic and construction-material structures; and (b) disperse/attenuate the shockwaves resulting from blast and/or ballistic-impact loading.
In the present work, a clear distinction is made between (compressive) shockwaves and (tensile) stress-waves (investigated hereafter). With respect to its response to high-rate loading, polyurea (as well as fused-silica) can be characterized as an acoustically normal material, i.e. the wave speed increases with the extent of compression brought about by loading induced by propagating mechanical waves. Consequently, under compressive-loading conditions, a (discontinuous) shockwave is formed since trailing (higher compression) wavelets advance faster than their leading (lower compression) counterparts. Conversely, in the case of tensile loading, a continuous stresswave with a progressively increasing front-width is formed since trailing (higher tension) wavelets advance slower than their leading (lower tension) counterparts. Although tensile-stress-waves can seriously damage protective structures, these waves have received relatively little attention compared to shockwaves (i.e. compressive-stress-waves) [e.g. 13-16].
Fused Silica
Despite the absence of a crystalline structure in glass (like fused silica), the microstructure of this material is not completely random. Rather, it involves different extents of short-and intermediate-range order spanning over a range of length-scales (from the quantum-mechanical to the continuum-level). To describe the structure of glass as determined using various experimental techniques, the so-called random network model [17] is typically employed. Such a model represents an amorphous material as a three-dimensional linked network of polyhedra. The character (number of facets) of the polyhedra is controlled by the species-specific coordination of the central (glassforming) atom (cation). In the case of silicate-based glasses like fused silica, the polyhedron-center atoms are all silicon and each silicon atom is surrounded by four oxygen atoms (while each oxygen atom is connected to or bridges two silicon atoms), forming an SiO 4 4- tetrahedron. Since silicon has a tendency to form a continuous network with (bridging) oxygen atoms, SiO 2 (as well as boron and germanium oxides) is commonly referred to as a network former.
In addition to chemical modifications of ceramic-glass, changes in the microstructure of this material can be brought about by mechanical loading/deformation (typically requiring several GPa pressure levels). Specifically, high pressure may result in a reorganization of the atomic network (phase change) in the form of changes to the coordination of the network-forming cations. These phase changes can be of first order, which are characterized by the formation of a distinct highpressure phase at a nominally constant pressure, or they may be of second order, which are phase changes which involve a continuous morphing of the original phase into the final high-pressure phase over a range of pressures. In the case of fused silica, second-order phase transformations were observed at pressures of 3 to 5 GPa, and involve relatively modest (3-7%) volume changes [18] [19] [20] [21] . As far as the first-order phase transformations are concerned, they are observed at substantially higher pressures (ca. > 20 GPa), and are associated with substantially larger volume reductions and involve the formation of stishovite, an octahedrally-coordinated glass phase [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Reactive Force-field Potentials
In the all-atom molecular-level simulations carried out in the present work, constituent materials (polyurea and fused silica) are described using empirically-based particle/particle interaction (forcefield potential) functions which capture the essential features of the valence-electron-based bonding without explicitly accounting for the presence of these electrons. Although, due to the empirical nature of their force-field functions, the all-atom molecular-level calculations are less accurate than their quantum-mechanical electronic-structure counterparts, they are associated with a number of advantages such as: (a) substantially reduced computational burden; (b) significantly larger computational domains analyzed (containing as many as tens or hundreds of millions of atoms, in comparison to several hundreds of atoms which could be handled using quantum-mechanical calculations); and (c) ability to analyze material behavior under large mechanical and/or thermal forces. In the case of (traditional) force-field potentials, quite different functional forms are used for different classes of materials (e.g. polymers, ceramics, metals, etc.). Consequently, interactions between adjoining materials with different types of bonding are typically either not accounted for, or accounted for inadequately. This is one of the main shortcomings of the traditional force-field potentials.
In the newly-developed reactive force-field potentials [e.g. 22], some of these shortcomings have been addressed. For example, within the reactive force-field potentials, interatomic bonding is not predetermined. Instead, bonding is taken to be the result of dynamic and adaptive interactions between the adjacent particles (i.e. atoms or ions). The reactive force-field potentials are based on two concepts: (a) particle self-consistent charge equilibration, which involves the atoms determining their own charges; and (b) inter-particle bond order (defined as the "theoretical index of the degree of bonding between two atoms relative to that of the bond provided by one localized electron pair" [23] ). Akin to traditional force-fields, the reactive force-fields: (i) include environmentdependent multi-body interactions; and (ii) are generally parameterized using the pertinent quantummechanical and/or experimental data. The main improvements brought about by replacement of the traditional force-fields with reactive force-fields include [24] :
(a) the reactive force-fields enable reliable predictions of the material behavior not only in the states near equilibrium, but also further away from the equilibrium (e.g. in the product states resulting from chemical reactions, which generally involve bond-breaking/-generation and atomiccharge changes); and (b) analysis of the material behavior along the reaction paths, including the transition state, is enabled.
Main Objectives
The present work has the following three main objectives: (a) Application of all-atom molecular-level non-equilibrium simulations involving reactive force-field potentials, for the purpose of obtaining the initial structure of the polyurea/fused-silica and fused-silica/polyurea material interfaces;
(b) Application of the same direct all-atom molecular-level simulations in conjunction with the stress-wave generation algorithm, in order to study the interaction of impinging tensile stress-waves onto these material interfaces; and (c) Characterization of the nature and extent of interfacial decohesion as a function of the strength of the impinging tensile-stress-waves.
Reactive Force-field Function Formulation
The reactive force-field potential assumes that the total potential energy of the system contains a number of bond-order-dependent bonding and non-bonding components. Since the functional relationships for all the components of the reactive force-field potential can be found in a number of sources [e.g. 22], they will not be presented here. Because the reactive force-field parameters are generally assessed using large quantum-mechanics-based training datasets, they are transferable to new material systems containing the same chemical species as the systems used in the course of parameter-identification. In the present work, the parameterization of the reactive force-field potential for a system composed of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and silicon given in [22] was used.
Molecular-Level Computational Analysis
All-atom molecular-level computational methods and tools are employed in the present work to investigate the interactions of polyurea-resident tensile stress-waves with a polyurea/fused-silica interface and fused-silica-resident tensile stress-waves with a fused-silica/polyurea interface. Within these methods and tools: (a) a material is considered as a system of interacting (and bonded) discrete particles (i.e. atoms, ions, etc.); and (b) potential-energy minimization-based (molecular statics) and Newton's second law-based (molecular dynamics) algorithms are employed to examine and quantify the behavior and properties of the material(s) under investigation. It is well-established that all-atom molecular-level computational methods and tools provide a good tradeoff between: (a) ab initio quantum mechanics methods, the methods which are intrinsically more accurate but limited to material systems containing no more than a few hundred interacting particles; and (b) meso-scale (also known as coarse-grained) computational methods, the methods which enable analysis of larger computational domains but rely on the concept of beads, larger hypothetical particles which account, in an approximate manner, for the collective behavior of the constituent atoms and ions.
Complete definition of an all-atom molecular-level computational model and analysis requires, in general, specification of: (a) geometrical (e.g. atomic positions, computational-cell size, etc.) and chemical (e.g. atomic species, bond order, etc.) details of the computational model and the associated particles; (b) a set of fully-parameterized force-field potential functions; and (c) details regarding the type, the number and the usage sequence of the molecular-level computational algorithms/methods to be used in the simulation. In addition to these three aspects of the computational model/analysis, the present work required introduction of a procedure for generation of planar longitudinal tensile stresswaves within the all-atom material molecular systems. The remainder of this section contains details regarding the aforementioned aspects of the present computational models and analyses, as well as specification of the problem analyzed in the present work.
All-Atom Molecular-Level Computational Models
As stated earlier, the primary objective of the present work is the analysis of polyurea-borne tensile stress-waves interacting with a polyurea/fused-silica interface and fused-silica tensile stresswaves interacting with a fused-silica/polyurea interface. In principle, such an analysis entails generation of a polyurea/fused-silica bi-material all-atom molecular-level model. However, as will be discussed later, such a model is incompatible with the use of the periodic boundary conditions, and with the procedure employed to generate tensile-stress waves. To remedy this problem, polyurea/fused-silica/polyurea and fused-silica/polyurea/fused-silica all-atom molecular-level models had to be generated. To generate such models, all-atom molecular models for pure polyurea and pure fused-silica subdomains are first generated and, then appropriately stacked in the direction of the stress-wave propagation.
Polyurea
During the construction of the computational model for polyurea, the procedure described in our prior work [13, 14] was adopted. Towards that end, a rectangular parallelepiped-shaped computational unit-cell (extended in the direction of the propagating planar stress-waves) is constructed. Periodic boundary conditions are imposed across the cell faces in order to prevent spurious effects associated with the presence of free-surfaces. The three edges (a = b < c) of the cell are aligned respectively with the three global coordinate axes (x, y and z), with z being the stresswave propagation direction. The procedure for construction of the pure polyurea all-atom molecularlevel model developed in Refs. [13, 14] , was employed in step (c), while an in-house developed computer program was used to execute step (d). As Refs. [13, 14] contain details of the allatom molecular-level computational-model construction, these details will not be repeated here.
Fused-Silica
Akin to the polyurea case, the all-atom molecular-level computational model for fused-silica involves a rectangular parallelepiped-shaped computational cell. The cell is elongated in the direction of stress-wave propagation and subjected to the periodic boundary condition across its faces. As in the case of polyurea, the three edges (a = b < c) of the cell are aligned respectively with the three global coordinate axes. The following procedure, developed in our prior work [19, 20] , was employed in order to construct the computational cell for fused-silica:
(a) utilization of the Visualizer program [25] to construct a short silica-chain fragment; (b) application of the Visualizer program in conjunction with a duplicate-and-attach process in order to grow the fragment generated in (a) and in turn to construct a fused-silica network structure; and (c) employment of the Amorphous Cell program [26] in order to fill the computational cell with the fused-silica network, while ensuring that the target mass density of 2.200 g/cm 3 is reached.
Polyurea/Fused-Silica/Polyurea
Polyurea/fused-silica/polyurea sandwich structure all-atom molecular-level computational model was constructed by using two polyurea computational unit-cells (described in Section 3.1.1) to sandwich a single fused-silica unit-cell (described in Section 3.1.2) in the z-direction (the direction of stress-wave propagation). Towards that end it was ensured that the polyurea and the fused-silica unitcells have identical edge lengths in the x-direction, as well as in the y-direction. A prototypical computational cell for polyurea/fused-silica/polyurea sandwich structure used in the present work is shown in Figure 1 (a). Details regarding the all-atom molecular-level structure, including bonding, in the two interfacial regions of the polyurea/fused-silica/polyurea computational cells will be discussed in the later section.
Fused-Silica/Polyurea/Fused-Silica
Fused-silica/polyurea/fused-silica sandwich structure all-atom molecular-level computational model was constructed by using two fused-silica computational unit-cells (described in Section 3.1.2) to sandwich a single polyurea unit-cell (described in Section 3.1.1) in the z-direction (the direction of stress-wave propagation). This procedure required that the fused-silica and the polyurea unit-cells again have identical edge lengths in the x-direction, as well as in the y-direction. A prototypical computational cell for fused-silica/polyurea/fused-silica sandwich structure used in the present work is shown in Figure 1(b) . Details regarding the all-atom molecular-level structure, including bonding, in the two interfacial regions of the fused-silica/polyurea/fused-silica computational cells will be discussed in the later section.
Reactive Force-field Parameter Identification
The two constituent materials contain the following chemical species: (a) polyurea -C, H, O and N; and (b) fused silica -Si, O. Thus, the interfacial regions contain the following species: C, H, O, N and Si. The reactive force-field parameters for this five-component system have been taken from Ref. [27] .
All-atom Molecular-level Computational Methods
All the calculations carried out in the present work employed two all-atom molecular-level computational methods: (a) molecular statics; and (b) molecular dynamics. The calculations are carried out using Discover, a molecular-level simulation program from Accelrys [28] . 
Molecular Statics
The molecular statics method can be described as a constrained-optimization technique. Within this method, the potential energy (objective function) of the computational cell (as defined by Eq. (1)) is minimized with respect to the positions of the constituent atoms/ions (design variables) subjected to constraints related to the imposed periodic boundary conditions. Within Discover [28] , the potential-energy minimization is conducted by adaptively and sequentially employing the Steepest Descent, Conjugate Gradient and Newton's minimization algorithms. Specifically, to reduce the computational cost, the Steepest Descent method is employed in the earliest stages of the minimization procedure, which allows a fast arrival at a molecular-level configuration which is quite close to its optimum counterpart (i.e. the one associated with the minimum potential energy). On the other hand, Newton's algorithm is employed in the latest stages of the minimization procedure, in order to ensure a monotonic and stable transition of the material into its optimal configuration.
In the present work, molecular statics is utilized to: (a) to minimize the potential energy of all four newly constructed all-atom molecular-level computational cells (described in Section 3.1); and (b) to help quantify the state of the material swept by a stress-wave, as will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4.
Molecular Dynamics
Within the molecular dynamics method, the associated Newton's equations of motion (three equations for each atom) are integrated numerically with respect to time in order to determine the temporal evolution of the material molecular-level configuration. Before such integration can be carried out, the forces acting on each atom/ion have to be determined. This was done by computing the negative gradient of the potential energy at the location of each atom, and setting it equal to the force experienced by that atom. Molecular dynamics methods are generally classified into equilibrium and non-equilibrium methods. Since both of these methods are employed in the present work, they are described in some detail in the remainder of this subsection.
Within the equilibrium molecular-dynamics methods, there is zero net flux of the mass, momentum and energy in each of the three principal coordinate directions. This is ensured by coupling the subject material system to the surroundings, such as a constant-pressure bath, a constant-temperature reservoir, etc., which also ensures that the system remains in a state of thermomechanical equilibrium, and the total mass within the computational cell remains constant. As will be discussed in greater detail in the next section, NVT (where N is the (fixed) number of atoms, V, the computational-cell volume (also fixed), and T (=298K) is the temperature) equilibrium molecular dynamics is employed in the first stage of the shock-generation procedure.
In the case of non-equilibrium molecular dynamics, the system is subjected to large mechanical and/or thermal perturbations (finite changes in the longitudinal, i.e. c, parameter of the computational cell, in the present case), resulting in large fluxes of mass, momentum and energy. Discover was initially designed to carry out only equilibrium molecular-dynamics simulations. To overcome this limitation, a procedure was devised to deactivate "equilibration" portions of this algorithm so that non-equilibrium molecular-dynamics calculations could be carried out.
Generation of All-atom Molecular-level Stress Waves
It should be recalled that by imposing periodic boundary conditions on the four computational cells described in Section 3.1, the resulting materials were made to be of an infinite extent. Consequently, molecular-level tensile-stress waves could be generated only in pairs (i.e. two stresswaves per computational cell). The molecular-level tensile-stress waves were generated in the present work by employing a procedure which relies on a step-wise sequential expansion of the computational-cell longitudinal lattice parameter, c. This procedure involves the following steps: (a) a "sufficiently long" NVT molecular-dynamics simulation is conducted, before the stress-waves are generated, in order to thermally equilibrate the system at its target temperature (298 K); (b) to allow Discover to run in a non-equilibrium molecular-dynamics mode, the thermal-equilibration algorithm is disabled; (c) the tensile stress-waves are then initiated (and driven) by continuously moving the axial faces of the computational cell in opposite directions at a velocity u p . This causes the longitudinal lattice-parameter c to increase as a function of time as:
where t denotes time. As the two longitudinal faces of the computational cell are pulled apart, two converging tensile stress-waves are generated and driven in order to propagate the tensile stress, generated in the region adjacent to the longitudinal faces, to the remainder of the computational cell. In this way, (upstream) material particles swept by the waves acquire the velocity u p , while the downstream particles remain unaffected by the approaching stress-waves. It should be noted that u p for the z min longitudinal face of the computational cell is negative, while that for the z max longitudinal face is positive. In order to simulate the generation and propagation of tensile stress-waves of various strengths, p u is varied in a 200 to 1000 m/s range in the present work; and (d) in order to obtain planar, longitudinal (i.e. uniaxial-strain) stress conditions, computational-cell transverse lattice parameters a and b are kept constant during the application of the stress-wave-generation procedure.
The procedure for generating molecular-level tensile-stress waves described above results in the formation of two converging identical tensile-stress waves (at the computational-cell longitudinal faces), each moving towards the computational-cell center at a speed U s of the given stress-wave wavelet. The concept of the stress-wave wavelet will be discussed in greater detail in Section 4. As these tensile stress-waves pass through the material, they cause an abrupt and substantial decrease in the material mass density, as well as abrupt and substantial increases in the internal-energy density, stress, and (absolute value of) particle velocity. In addition, interactions of these tensile-stress waves with the polyurea/fused-silica and fused-silica/polyurea material interfaces results in the formation of transmitted stress-waves and reflected stress-/release-waves, and may also result in interfacial decohesion.
A Discover input file [28] was used to carry out the procedure for generating molecular-level stress-waves, including the initial thermal-equilibration molecular-dynamics based procedure. This file is written using the Basic Tool Command Language (BTCL). This enabled the creation of a scripting engine that provides very precise control of simulation tasks, like sequential expansion of the computational cell in the longitudinal direction, deactivation of the thermal-equilibration algorithm during the stress-wave-generation process, etc.
Problem Formulation
The basic problem addressed in the present work was formulated as: (a) application of the modeling and analysis computational procedures described in the previous sections to construct molecular-level computational cells and the resident converging tensile-stress waves of various strengths; (b) analysis of the material-configuration/dynamics results using a post-processing computational procedure, in order to determine the outcome of the interaction of the incident stresswaves with the material boundaries in question; and (c) a detailed characterization of the molecularlevel microstructure of the interfacial regions prior to and following the incident-stresswave/material-boundary interaction, in order to provide additional insight into the outcome of the stress-wave/interface mechanical interactions.
Results and Discussion
The major portion of this section deals with the presentation and discussion of the results pertaining to the interaction of tensile-stress waves with polyurea/fused-silica and fusedsilica/polyurea interfaces. However, first a few important results obtained in the present work by extending our analysis introduced in Ref. [29] are presented and discussed. The latter results are found to be quite beneficial from the standpoint of predicting and rationalizing the outcome of the tensile-stress wave interaction with the material interfaces in question.
Relationships between Stress, Particle Velocity, Mass Density and Wave Speed
To obtain the basic functional relationships between the uniaxial-strain tensile stress, particle velocity, material mass density, and the speed of the wave-characteristics, the post-processing procedure based on the concept of so-called Lagrangian bins [29] was used in conjunction with the tensile-stress wave propagation results. These relationships for polyurea are given in Figures 2(a)-(d) . The corresponding relationships for fused silica are given in Figures 3(a)-(d) . It is seen that both polyurea and fused-silica behave as "normal" materials under tensile-loading conditions. That is, as the intensity of the tensile-stress wave is increased (as quantified by an increase in the tensile stress and the particle-velocity magnitude, and by a decrease in the material mass density), the associated stress-wave wavelet (a small portion of the stress-wave front) acquires a lower speed. Consequently, the tensile-stress wave front tends to spread (i.e. the leading-characteristic/trailing-characteristic distance increases) as the wave propagates through polyurea and fused-silica.
Application of the Impedance-Matching Procedure
The so-called impedance-matching procedure, which is used to predict the outcome of the interaction of the tensile stress-wave with the polyurea/fused-silica and fused-silica/polyurea material interfaces, is briefly overviewed in this section.
Polyurea-borne Tensile-Stress Wave Interaction with Polyurea/Fused-Silica Interface
Within the impedance-matching procedure, the functional relationships between the tensile stress, t 11 , and the particle velocity, u p , for the two materials in question are utilized. This type of relation is used because within the impedance-matching procedure, it is postulated that continuity of the stress and the particle velocities is maintained across the material boundary, during the interaction of a stress-wave with the material boundary, the interaction which results in the formation of a transmitted stress-wave and a reflected stress-or release-wave. In Figure 4 (a), t 11 vs. u p relations for polyurea and fused-silica are depicted (using solid lines) to help explain the impedance-matching method. Due to the fact that only the stress-wave propagating in the +z-direction (referred to hereafter as the right-propagating stress-wave) is analyzed, the particle velocities, shown in Figure  4 (a) are negative. In addition, since the stress-waves are of a tensile nature, t 11 takes on positive values. The states of the polyurea swept by one of the stress-wave wavelets and the stress-free quiescent fused-silica material, before the wavelet in question interacts with the polyurea/fused-silica interface, are denoted by a filled square (labeled A) and triangle (labeled B), respectively. After the interaction of the characteristic in question with the material interface, the state of the interfacial region is obtained by: (i) mirroring the polyurea t 11 vs. u p curve about a vertical constant-u p line (where u p is associated with the stress-wave wavelet in question). The result of this exercise is depicted in Figure 4 (a) using a dashed line; and (ii) the intersection of the mirrored polyurea curve with the fused-silica curve defines the states of the interfacial region after the interaction of the characteristic in question with the material interface, point C in Figure 4(a) .
(a) Comparison of the polyurea and fused-silica states corresponding to point C with the material states corresponding to points A and B; (b) recognition of the fact that u p is negative; and (c) the orientation of the polyurea and fused-silica t 11 vs. u p curves passing through point C reveal that: (i) a transmitted tensile wave is generated within fused-silica and, since the incident and the transmitted waves are of the same sense, the transmitted wave is also of a right-propagating character; and (ii) a reflected tensile-re-stress wave is generated within polyurea and, since the incident and the reflected waves are of opposite sense, the reflected wave is of a left-propagating character. It is the fact that the magnitude of t 11 increases in the two materials as a result of the interaction of the right- propagating incident stress-wave with the material boundary, that defines the tensile-stress/-re-stress character of the transmitted and reflected stress-waves. Also, since the polyurea is re-stressed by a left-propagating reflected wave, there is an accompanying decrease in the magnitude of the (negative) u p .
Application of the impedance-matching procedure described above, and the results depicted in Figures 2(a)-(d) and 3(a)-(d) , to the problem of interaction of an incident stress-wave within polyurea with the polyurea/fused-silica interface, is shown in Figures 5(a)-(f) , the results labeled Impedance-matching. In Figure 5 , parts (a), (c) and (e) correspond to the state of the polyurea/fusedsilica bi-material before the incident-wave/material-interface interaction, while parts (b), (d) and (f) correspond to the state of the same bi-material after this interaction. Three state/kinematic variables are monitored in these figures: (i) particle velocity; (ii) stress; and (iii) mass density.
Examination of the results labeled Impedance-matching in Figures 5(a) -(f) reveals that the interaction of a right-propagating incident polyurea-resident stress-wave with the polyurea/fusedsilica boundary: (i) creates a transmitted right-propagating stress-wave which imparts negative particle velocity and tensile stress to, while decreasing the mass density of, the "stressed" fused-silica; and (ii) creates a reflected left-propagating tensile-re-stress wave which decreases the magnitude of the particle velocity, increases the tensile stress and decreases the mass density of the swept polyurea. To help the reader visualize the direction of propagation of the incident, transmitted and reflected waves, arrows are used in Figures 5(a)-(f) , as well as later in Figures 6(a)-(f) . The impedance-matching procedure described in the previous subsection is also utilized in the case of the fused-silica-borne tensile-stress wave interacting with the fused-silica/polyurea interface. In this case, t 11 vs. u p relations for polyurea and fused-silica are depicted (using solid lines) in Figure  4(b) . The states of the (stressed) fused-silica swept by one of the stress-wave wavelet and the stressfree quiescent polyurea material, before this right-propagating wavelet interacts with the fusedsilica/polyurea interface, are denoted by a filled square (labeled A) and triangle (labeled B), respectively. Following the same impedance-matching procedure as that employed in the case of the polyurea-borne stress-wave, the state of the interfacial region after the interaction of the fused-silicaborne stress-wave with the fused-silica/polyurea interface is given by point C in Figure 4(b) .
Using the same procedure as that in the case of polyurea-borne incident stress-waves reveals that: (i) a right-propagating transmitted tensile-stress wave is generated in the polyurea; and (ii) a left-propagating reflected compressive-release-wave is generated in the fused-silica. It is the fact that the magnitude of t 11 decreases in the fused-silica as a result of the interaction of the incident stresswave with the material boundary, that defines the release-wave character of the reflected wave. Also, since the pre-stressed fused-silica is relaxed by the passage of the release-wave, there is an accompanying increase in the (negative) u p in this material.
Application of the impedance-matching procedure described above, to the problem of interaction of an incident stress-wave within fused-silica, with the fused-silica/polyurea interface, is shown in Figures 6(a)-(f) . The results generated in these figures were obtained using the same procedure as that used in the generation of Figures 5(a)-(f) .
Examination of the results labeled Impedance-matching in Figures 6(a) -(f) reveals that the interaction of an incident fused-silica-resident tensile-stress wave with the fused-silica/polyurea boundary: (i) creates a transmitted right-propagating stress-wave which imparts negative particle velocity and tensile stress to, while decreasing the mass density of, the stressed polyurea; and (ii) creates a left-propagating compressive-release wave which increases the magnitude of the particle velocity, decreases the tensile stress and increases the mass density of the swept fused-silica.
Molecular-Level Simulations of the Stress-Wave/Material-Interface Interactions
The all-atom simulation results pertaining to the interaction of a polyurea-borne stress-wave with polyurea/fused-silica interface and the interaction of a fused-silica-borne stress-wave with the fused-silica/polyurea interface are presented and discussed in this subsection. The results are analyzed in order to reveal spatial distribution and temporal evolution of the particle velocity, stress, and mass density prior to and after the stress-wave/material-boundary interaction. In contrast to subsection 4.2.1, in this subsection, the impedance-matching method was not used. Instead, the previously mentioned Lagrangian-bin method was combined with the virial theorem [30, 31] and applied within a post-processing procedure to the all-atom-simulation results to determine the spatial distribution and temporal evolution of the particle velocity, stress, and mass density prior to and after the stress-wave/material-boundary interaction. The results obtained using this procedure, labeled Simulation, are depicted in Figures 5(a)-(f) . (a) before the interaction of the incident polyurea-resident stress-wave with the polyurea/fusedsilica interface, the location and shape of the stress-wave (as represented by the spatial distribution of the particle velocity, stress and mass density) are in fairly good agreement with their impedancematching-based counterparts, Figures 5(a), (c) and (e); and (b) as in the case of the Impedance-Matching results, the Simulation results show the formation of a transmitted right-propagating tensile-stress wave and a reflected left-propagating tensile-restress wave upon the interaction of the incident polyurea-resident tensile-stress wave with the polyurea/fused-silica interface, Figures 5(b), (d) and (f) . However, the two sets of results considered show more differences than in the case of the incident stress-wave. Specifically, while continuity in the particle velocity and stress appears to be maintained in the case of the Simulation-based results, these results are quite irregular in the interfacial region. Further away from the interfacial region, the Simulation results tend to reacquire their "well-behaved" character. These findings suggest that, perhaps, the interaction of the incident stress-wave with the polyurea/fused-silica interface gives rise to some form of microstructural changes in the interfacial region. 
Stress-Wave Impact-Induced Changes in the Interfacial-Region Microstructure
In this subsection, the all-atom simulation results pertaining to the interaction of an incident polyurea-resident tensile-stress wave with a polyurea/fused-silica interface or the interaction of a fused-silica-resident tensile-stress wave with a fused-silica/polyurea interface are presented and discussed. The results are analyzed in order to reveal the changes experienced by the interfacial region after its interaction with the incident tensile-stress wave. The results presented in Section 4.3.1 suggested the possibility of microstructural changes in the polyurea/fused-silica interfacial region as a result of the tensile-stress wave interaction with the interface. In this section, the results obtained after the examination of the material microstructure in the polyurea/fused-silica interfacial region are presented and discussed. Figure 7 (a) shows a relatively thin slice of the molecular structure of the polyurea/fused-silica bi-material prior to the arrival of the incident polyurea-resident stress-wave. Examination of this figure reveals the presence of a thin interfacial region within which bonding is established between the two adjoining materials. The same interfacial region following the interaction of the incident polyurea-resident stress-wave within the polyurea/fused-silica interface is depicted in Figure 7 (b). Careful examination of the molecular structure displayed in this figure and its comparison with the results displayed in Figure 7 (a) reveals that the interfacial region has undergone some microstructural changes as a result of its interaction with the incident stress-wave. Specifically, it is seen that some of the trans-interface bonds have been broken and that the two adjoining materials have undergone some decohesion/detachment. These microstructural changes can then be used to explain the aforementioned differences between the Impedance-Matching and Simulation results in the interfacial region, as observed in Figures 5(b), (d) and (f) . Figure 8 (a) shows a relatively thin slice of the molecular structure of the fused-silica/polyurea bi-material prior to the arrival of the incident fused-silica-resident tensile-stress wave. The same region as that shown in Figure 8 (a) but after following the interaction of the incident fused-silicaresident stress-wave within the fused-silica/polyurea interface is depicted in Figure 8(b) . Figure 8 . An example of the molecular-level microstructure in the fused-silica/polyurea bi-material: (a) before; and (b) after the arrival of the fused-silica-resident rightpropagating incident stress-wave to, and its interaction with, the fused-silica/polyurea interface.
Examination of the results shown in Figures 8(a)-(b) leads to similar conclusions as those made in connection with Figures 7(a)-(b) , respectively. The only significant difference is that the extent of the microstructural changes seen in Figure 8(b) is lower than that observed in the case of the interaction of the incident polyurea-resident tensile-stress wave with the polyurea/fused-silica interface, Figure 7 (b). This finding can be rationalized by the fact that while the intensity of the incident stress-waves (as measured by the peak-stress values) is identical in both stresswave/interface interaction-cases, the reflected stress-wave in the case of Figure 7 (b) is of a tensile-restress character (i.e. causes an increase in the interfacial tensile stress), while the reflected stresswave in the case of Figure 8(b) is of a compressive-release character (i.e. causes a decrease in the interfacial tensile stress). In other words, the tensile stress experienced by the polyurea/fused-silica interface is larger than its counterpart in the fused-silica/polyurea case. Consequently, a larger extent of interfacial decohesion is expected and is observed in the former than in the latter case. It should be further noted that although the extent of microstructural changes is lower in the fused-silica/polyurea interface case, these changes are of a sufficiently large magnitude to affect spatial distribution and temporal evolution of the particle velocity, stress and mass density, Figures 6(b) , (d) and (f).
Conclusion
Based on the results obtained in the present work, the following summary remarks and main conclusions can be drawn:
1. Interactions of polyurea-borne tensile stress-wave with polyurea/fused-silica interface and fused-silica-borne tensile stress wave with fused-silica/polyurea material interface are analyzed using all-atom molecular-level computational methods and tools.
2. The results related to the propagation of the stress-waves within polyurea and fused-silica (prior to the interaction with the corresponding material interface) are utilized to determine functional shock-Hugoniot-type relationships between the uniaxial-strain stress, particle velocity, mass density and the stress-wave speed.
3. The results obtained revealed that when the incident waves are sufficiently strong their interaction with respective material interface can give rise to microstructural changes involving interfacial bond-breaking and decohesion.
4. As a result of these microstructural changes, it is found that the characteristics of the transmitted stress-waves, as well as of the reflected stress-/release-waves are altered relative to their counterparts predicted by the well-known continuum type impedance-matching procedure. The latter procedure utilizes the Hugoniot-type relationships determined in the present work.
5. While no experimental results for the polyurea/fused-silica cohesion-strength are presently available, the computed cohesive-strength results obtained in the present work are found to be in the physically realistic range, and to be consistent with their experimental counterparts involving polyurea adjoined to another (non-fused-silica) material.
